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Abstnct. We present a new formalism called GAMMA in which programs are described as multiset 
transformers. We show the relevance of this formalism with respect to program development by 
proposing a systematic program derivation method and illustrating it with several nontrivial 
problems (sorting, shortest path, longest upsequence). 
1. Introduction 
The cost of software development has become a major expense in the application 
of computers. Experience has shown that more than half of all programming effort 
and resources i  spent in correcting errors in programs [S]. One solution to alleviate 
this problem is to resort to a method of program verification based on sound 
mathematical principles. However, the proof of an already existing program turns 
out to be a far from easy task. It is now admitted that the development of correct 
programs requires the application of a systematic procedure. As stated in [ll], a 
program and its proof should be developed hand-in-hand, with the proof usually 
leading the way. The last two decades have brought a better understanding of the 
fundamental concepts of systematic program development [7,11]. However these 
concepts have been formulated for imperative languages. We believe that program 
derivation is harder in this context because two different kinds tif seqtlentiality have 
to be dealt with in the same step: 
- the sequentiality that is implied by the logic of the program and 
- the sequentiality that is imposed by the computation mode!. 
We claim that these two concerns hould be trea.ted separately; a program should 
first be derived in a high-level anguage in which no superfluous equentiality 
(sequentiality which is not related to the logic of th ‘-2 program) has to be introduced. .* 
This high-level language can then be implemented on various kinds of machines: 
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it is only at this stage that the extra sequentiality imposed by a particular computation 
model will be taken into account. 
me imperative approach is not well suited to the systematic design of programs 
because it entails an operational reasoning which is difficult to master. Functional 
languages represent a first example of high-level non-imperative formalism. 
However, functional languages encourage the use of recursion in data structures 
and in programs, and recursion turns out to be a disguised form of sequentiality. 
Consider for example the problem of designing a functional program to find the 
maximum element of a set. Typically the set will be represented as a list and the 
result will be evaluated by a recursive walk through this list. This sequential 
decomposition is not relevant to the specification of the problem (the elements of 
the set could be processed in any given order): it is again imposed by the idiosyn- 
crasies of the language which provides recursion as the unique structuring tool. 
The recursive nature of programs clearly reflects the recursive nature of data 
structures; so we decided to start with the less constraining data structure facility: 
the multiset (also called bag). There is no form of hierarchy in a multiset and there 
may be several occurrences of the same element. The associated control structure 
should reflect this absence of sequentiality and should entail some kind of chaotic 
model of execution. In order to give an intuitive description of the r operator, we 
use the chemical reaction metaphor: a computation may be seen as a succession of 
reactions which consume elements of the multiset and produce new ones according 
to particular rules. The computation ends when no more reaction can occur. When 
the condition holds for several disjoint subsets, the reactions can take place in any 
order or even simultaneously; so GAMMA programs often contain a great deal of 
implicit parallelism. This may be seen as an important advantage as far as 
implementation is concerned because it makes GAMMA an attractive candidate for 
execution on parallel processors. We shall not dwell on this here (the interested 
reader is referred to [I] for further information on the parallel implementation of 
GAMMA) but rather consider the benefit of implicit parallelism with respect to 
systematic program construction. 
The GAMMA formalism is introduced more formally in Section 2. In Section 3, 
we describe the associated program development strategy and we apply it to several 
nontrivial problems (sorting, shortest path, longest upsequence). Section 4 contains 
a comparison with related work and Section 5 investigates possible areas for further 
research. 
2. The GAMMA IlWdd 
The GAMMA model can be described as a multiset transformer: the computation 
‘is a succession of applications of rules which consume elements of the multiset 
while producing new elements into the multiset. The computation ends when no 
rule c-an be applied. The basic information structuring facility is the multiset which 
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is the same as a set except that it may contain multiple occurrences of the same 
element [ 121. Components of multisets may be of type real, character, integer, tuple, 
multiset. The notation { } is used to represent multisets; there is no ambiguity since 
we never use simple sets in this paper. The basic operations on multisets are the 
following: 
- union: the number of occurrences of an element in MI + A& is the sum of its 
numbers of occurrences in M, and A&; 
- dijbence: the number of occurrences ofan element in M, - M2 is the difference 
of its numbers of occurrences in Ml and M2 (if this difference is greater than 
or equal to zero, otherwise it is zero); 
- nondeterministic selection: oneof( M) yields one arbitrarily selected element of 
M. 
The r operator can be defined formally in the following way: 
NR,, A,), . . . , UL, &MJW = oneof(rS((R,,A,),...,(R,,A,))(M)) 
where 
~sUR,, A,), . . . , (R,, 4,,))(M) = 
ifViE[l,m],Vx ,,.., x,,EM,lRi(x ,,..., x,) 
then (M} 
ek{M’I3x,, . . . ,X,E M,3iE[l,m]suchthat 
4(x I,*--, x,) and 
M’E rS((R,, A,), . . . , UC,,, 4,t)) 
((M-(x,,...,x,))+Ai(x,,=..,x,))l 
Weuse3x,,... , X, E M as a shorthand notation for 3(x,, . . . , x,} c M, which means 
that xl,..., x,, are different elements of the multiset (even if some of them possess 
the same value); this contrasts to 3x, E M, . . . ,3x, E M, where x1,. . . , x, are not 
necessarily different elements. 
The nondeterminism of GAMMA is expressed through the operator oneof: 
rSWL A,), . . .q UC,,, AnMW is a function returning the multiset of the possible 
(multiset) results of the program r(( R, , A,), . . . , (R,, A,,,))( M ). This function is 
specified by a recursive definition; so it must be defined as the least fixpoint of the 
corresponding transformation according to a particular ordering. We choose here 
the usual ordering on the flat domain of multisets: if I, represents the undefined 
value, we have VM # _I_, I c M, and any multiset containing an undefined value is 
undefined (the flatness property is required to ensure monototiicity!. ( Ri, Ai) are 
pairs of closed functions (functions whose dcfi Gti02lr U’&B wet irrv~ke global vari- 
ables) specifying reactions. The effect of a reaction (R,, Ai) OR L: z&set M is to 
replace in M a subset of elements {x,, . . . , x,} such that RiQXp,. . l , x,) by the 
elements of Ai(xl) x,). Functions Ri (called “rel;ction con&ions”) are boolean 
functions specifying under which circumstances some elements of the multiset can 
react. Functions Ai (“actions”) describe the effect of the reactions. If no elements 
of M satisfy any reaction condition (V& [l, m], Vx,, . . . , x,, E M, l&(x,, . . , x,)), 
then the set of possible results is the singleton {M); otherwise the set of possible 
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results contains all the results that can be obtained by carrying out one reaction 
(W-(x ,, . . . ,xJ)+A,(x,, l . . , x, )), and applying the same process again. Of 
course, an implementation of GAMMA will not compute the set of all the results; it 
will rather transform the multiset according to the rules until no reaction can take 
place. The above definition indicates that if one or several reaction conditions hold 
for several subsets at the same time, the choice which is made among them is not 
deterministic. If the reaction condition holds for several disjoint subsets, the reactions 
can also tc carried out simultaneously. This property can be stated more formally 
in the following way: 
Property. 
3iE[l,m],3jE[I,m], 
3~ lr-•=r-m,, x v,, . . . .y& .M such that 
fw I,-..,~n,)and R,(_v,,...,.Q* 
fS((R,,A,L..,(R,,A,)) 
((M-~-~,,=..,-~~,,~,,...,~~,~~+A,(-~,; ._. _ L)+A,(~, ,..., _L,)) c 
fS((R,,A,L.,(R,,A,))(M) 
This property states that when two disjoint tuples of elements of the multiset 
(-x ,, . . . , x,,, and y,, . . . , yn,) satisfy some reaction condition, it is safe (that is to 
say, the result will be an element of fS(( R,, A,), . . . , (R,, A,,,))(M)) to carry out 
the two reactions simultaneously. The proof of this property from the definition of 
fs is straightforward; furthermore, it can obviously be extended to II disjoint tuples. 
This property confers a high level of implicit parallelism to GAMMA programs 
because reactions, being defined in terms of closed functions, have a purely local 
effect: they replace in the multiset the consumed elements by the produced elements, 
independently of the rest of the multiset. So one can visualize the execution of a 
GAMMA program as a chaotic process, several subsets of the multiset being involved 
in several reactions at a given time. In conclusion to this presentation of GAMMA, 
we stress that the metaphors used in this section are given only to convey the 
intuition of the formalism and should not be seen as a model of its real 
implementation. 
Let us now take two examples illustrating the programming style entailed by the 
GAMMA model. 
Example 1. The function computing the prime numbers less than or equal to n can 
be written in a concise and elegant way in GAMMA: 
prime_numbers( n) = f (( R, A))({2,. . . , n}) 
where 
R(x, , x2) = multiple(x, , x,) 
A(x,, x,) = {x,} 
where multiple( xl, x2) is true if and only if x, is a multiple of .Q. From the semantics 
of GAMMA, it is straightforward to deduce that the result is a subset of the argument 
and that it contains only prime numbers. 
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Example 2. Let us consider the problem of sorting a sequence of values. The sequence 
is represented as a multiset M of pairs (index, wlue), where the index x.i of an 
element x gives the position of the value XV. All indexes are distinct, and in a range 
[I V--** card(M)]. The GAMMA program is the following: 
sort(W = U(R, A))(W 
where 
R(x,y)=(x.i>y.i. and x.o<y.v) 
A(x, y) = {(xi, y.o), (y-i, x.d) 
Since the 
the result 
program 
multiset 
stops when no pair of elements satisfies the 
represents an ordered sequence of values. 
reaction condition, 
3. Program derivation 
in order to introduce the derivation method, we first describe intuitively the 
development of the program computing the prime numbers given in Example 1. 
Then we present the method precisely and illustrate it with more complicated 
examples. 
3.1. Derivation of a function computing prime numbers 
Let us recall brietly the program derivation method defined in [7,9,11]. Starting 
from the specification S of the result, the technique consists in decomposing it into 
two formulae I and T such that (I and T)HS. Invariant I is a weakened form of 
S and remains true throughout the computation (more precisely at the beginning 
of every iteration step: in particular, I holds at the initial and final steps), whereas 
termination condition T [9] is the property to be established by the computation. 
The second step is the derivation of an iterative command: *[l T + P ] which 
means that, while 1T is true, the sequence P of instructions is performed; it is 
requested that the evaluation of P does not invalidate the invariant. In order to 
derive a totally correct program, a termination function (or variant function) is 
associated with the sequence P; this function is lower bounded and must be 
decreased at every evaluation of P. Let us describe along these lines the derivation 
of a GAMMA program computing the prime numbers upto a given integer n. The 
initial multiset is (2, . . . , n}, and the specification S of the result A4 may be: 
(I) Mg{2,...,n} 
(2) VxE (2,. . . , n}, (Vy E (2,. . . , n), 7muk, ‘e(x, )‘)I -i xE A4 
(3) Vx, y E M, Tmultiple(x, y) 
That is to say: 
(I) M must contain only elements belonging to ;2,. . . , n} and each element 
occurs exactly once in M, 
(2) all prime numbers in (2, . . . , n} belong to M, 
(3) each ele ment of M is a prime number. 
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We choose I = (( 1) and (2)) as the invariant because it holds for the set { 2, . . . , n). 
The computation has to progress as long as the termination condition T = (3) does 
not hold; in other words, as long as the formula 
1 T = 3x 3_v E M, muffiple( x, y ) 
is true. 7his is expressed by the reaction condition R(.x, _v) = muhiple( x, ~9. The 
associated action has to preserve the invariant and to transform the multiset in “the 
right direction** (so as to reach after a finite number of reactions a state satisfying 
the termination condition). According to the invariant, the action can neither add 
a value (( 1) indicates that the values are unique and belong to (2,. . . , n), so only 
values that have previously been removed could safely be added, but this property 
is not computable locally) nor remove the value _V because it may be a prime number 
(2); so the only possible action is A(x, y) = (y}. This action maintains the invariant 
I; furthermore, an application of the action removes an element from M, so we can 
choose as a termination function the cardinal of M. The derived program is: 
prime_numbers( n) = r(( R, A))((2,. . . , n)) 
where 
R( x, y ) = multiple( x, _v ) 
A(-& VI = (VI 
The next subsection describes more precisely the derivation method suggested by 
this example. 
3.2. The derivation method 
Our derivation method is inspired by the works of Dijkstra [7] and Gries [ 1 I]; 
however, the non-imperative nature of GAMMA makes it possible to stay at a 
descriptive level, avoiding to fix unnecessary details about the control of programs. 
The derivation method is decomposed into four stages. The first one is the 
transformation of the specification and its split into an invariant and a termination 
condition. In the second step, the reaction condition is derived from the termination 
condition. The third step is the deduction of the action from the invariant and the 
termination condition. The last step is the derivation of a well-founded ordering 
from the action and the invariant. 
Step 0. Specification. Specifications are expressed in first-order logic Jang~age: 
The basic data structure is the multiset, so if specific datv jsxruztures are needed 
they have to be encoded into a multiset. 
Step 1. Transformation and split of the specijcation. The specification S is first 
transformed into a conjunction of formulae. The specification can then be split into 
two properties I (invariant) and T (termination condition) such that S = I and T. 
The invariant is chosen as the part of S which can be established by a trivial 
initialization. The only trivial initialization consists in constructing the initial multiset 
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from constant multisets occurring in the specification. If such multisets do not occur 
in the specification or if the initialization does not lead to a successful derivation, 
then the initial multiset must be produced by an initial GAMMA program; so in 
general the derived program may be a composition of GAMMA programs, each one 
establishing apart of the specification while maintaining the previously established 
parts. The termination condition should be a formula of the form: 
where n is a constant value and P(x,, . . . , x,) does not contain any quantifier. The 
motivation for this restriction will appear in Step 2. If the termination condition 
may be decomposed into a conjunction of formulae, some of them being satisfied 
by the initial multiset, a useful strategy consists in reinforcing the invariant (and 
weakening the termination condition) with the formulae which hold for the initial 
multiset. For instance, a relation: 
w9 Y) ‘Vx, YE M, ax, Y) * g(x) = g(y) 
can be transformed into: 
P~Y)=UYX,Y) a0d P2(x,y)) 
a,(x,~)=Vx,y~ JW Cky) a g(x)sg(y) 
&b, Y) = Vx, Y E M, Ck y) a g(x) 2 g(y) 
If the termination condition is P, and f, (respectively f2) holds for the initial state, 
then Pi (respectively P2) can be added to the invariant and the termination condition 
becomes f2 (respectively Pi). 
S~sp 2. Rsuction condition. If the termination condition is of the form 
where P(x, , . . . , x”) does not involve any quantifier, then its negation is: 
3X l,**-9 X,E M, IIp(x ,,..., x,) 
where 7P (xi,. . . , x,) is a local condition (it depends only on the values of 
Xl, . . . , x,) so a reaction condition R can be derived in a straightforward way: 
W *,...,xn)=lP(xl ,..., x,) 
The restriction to formulae P(x, , . . . , x,) which do not involve any quantifier is the 
expression in the derivation process of the fact that GAMMA programs must be 
described only in terms of local computations. L x:~ q&z that 549~4 t[he termination 
condition is a conjunction of formulae, several reaction condit%q M’f! be derived. 
SIep 3. A&n. The strategy used to derive the action consis& in choosing a 
modification of the multiset hat validates the termination condition locally (that is 
to say on the multiset of the produced elements), while maintaining the invariant. 
This seems to be a sensible strategy since the goal of the action is to modify the 
multiset in such a way that the termination condition eventually becomes true. 
However, the termination condition is a global property on the multiset whereas 
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the effect of the action is only local; so the best one can expect from the action is 
that it validates the termination condition locally. Furthermore, it turns out that this 
restriction generally allows us to derive a unique possible action. 
Step 4. Well$iwufed ordering. The fact that the action validates locally the 
termination condition does not necessarily imply that the termination condition will 
eventually be satisfied globally. In order to ensure termination we have to provide 
a well-founded ordering (an ordering such that there is no infinite descending 
sequence of elements) and to show that the application of an action strictly decreases 
the multiset according to this ordering. When the action is such that the number of 
produced elements is strictly smaller than the number of consumed elements, the 
well-founded ordering is clearly the usual integer ordering on the cardinal of the 
muhiset. Otherwise, we use a result from [6] allowing the derivation of a well-founded 
ordering on multisets from a well-founded ordering on the elements of the multiset. 
Let > be an ordering on S and * be the ordering on multisets AC(S) defined in the 
following way: 
M * M’@3X E AC(S), 3 YE AC(S) socb that 
(X#()adXEM and 
M’=(M-X)+Y~~~HQEY,~XEX,X>~) 
The ordering * on d(S) is well-founded if and only if the ordering > on S is 
well-founded. This result is fortunate since GAMMA programs behave exactly in this 
way, by removing elements from the multiset and inserting new elements. So our 
strategy consists in trying to deduce well-founded orderings on the elements of the 
multiset such that each element produced by the action may be associated with a 
strictly greater element consumed by the action. We proceed in two steps. First we 
deduce all the relations corresponding to the possible associations between con- 
sumed elements and produced elements. The second step consists in proving that 
one of these relations may be extended into a well-founded ordering; this second 
step is sometimes nontrivial but the problem is made easier by the fact that, thanks 
to Dershowitz-Manna multiset ordering, we only have to reason locally (that is to 
say on the ordering on elements instead of the multiset ordering). 
Let us point out that a particular configuration (I, T) may not lead to a program; 
so a derivation may fail, for instance in Step 3 when no action fulfilling the 
requirements can be discovered. In this case, it may be necessary to attempt Step 
1 again and to choose another initial state and/or consider another decomposi&s 
(I’, T’). To illustrate the derivation method, we develop in the Ned*, z&~~c@zzs L 
sorting algorithm, a shortest path algorithm and a solution to the longest upsequencc 
problem. 
3.3. Detivation of a sorting algorithm 
We first have to choose a representation of the data in terms of multisets and to 
express the specification of a well-ordered set of elements. 
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Step 0. Specijcufion. A natural data structure to describe a sorted set of values 
is the sequence. This sequence must be encoded with a multiset; let us choose a 
multiset M of pairs (index, v&e), where the index x.i of an element x gives the 
position of the value XV in the sequence. Let MO be the initial multiset of values; 
a possible specification of the result M is: 
(1) Vx,g,E M, mi<y.i 1 x.vsy.v 
(2) M.i={l,...,card(Mo)} 
(3) Mv=M, 
where M.v is the multiset of the values of the elements of M and 1M.i s the multiset 
of indexes of elements of M. This specification expresses (I) the fact that all elements 
are sorted, (2) indexes are unique and in the range [1, . . . , cwd( MO)], and (3) the 
multiset of values is unchanged. 
The next derivation step consists in splitting the specification into an invariant 
property and a termination condition property. There are many possibilities, let us 
investigate only one of them. 
Step 1. Split of the specijication. According to the strategy presented in Section 
3.2, the initial multiset must be constructed ina trivial way from constants occurring 
in the specification. The specification of the sorting algorithm involves two multiset 
constants M,and(l,..., cwd( MO)}. Properties (2) and (3) can easily be established 
by associating each value of MO with a unique index between 1 and curd( MO); let 
us call init the program computing this initialization; init is supplied with the union 
of MO and (1,. . . , cwd( MO)}, and we assume that functions isindex and isvalue are 
available to test the type of the elements. 
init = f ( Rini, A& 
where 
Rini,( i, v) = (isindex( i) and isvalue( v)) 
Ai”i,(i, v) = {(i, v)) 
Since the invariant must hold in the initial state, a natural decomposition of S is 
T = (1) and I = ((2) and (3)). The invariant means that values are evenly distributed 
on the range [1,. . . , curd (MO)]. As long as the termination condition does not hold, 
the virtual sequence of values is ill-ordered, so the reaction condition has to express 
the fact that T does not hold. 
Step 2. Reaction condition. Let us recall the definition of the termination 
condition T: 
Vx* YE M, x.i<y.i * x.v~y.v 
The termination condition is of the form: 
VX 170•*9 GEM, P(x,,. ..,x,) 
SO the reaction condition can be derived in a straightforward way from its negation: 
lT=(3x,y~ M, x.i<y.iairdx.v>y.v) 
R(x, y) = (x.i <y.i and x.v> y.v) 
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Step 3. Action. The action must transform the multiset while maintaining the 
invariant. Furthermore, according to our strategy, the action must validate locally 
the termination condition, which means that the values produced by the action must 
be well-ordered. The invariant property expresses the fact that the action cannot 
remove or add any value or index, so the only possible action is to exchange the 
positions x.i and y.i of the elements elected by the reaction condition. Fortunately, 
this unique possible choice also fulfills the requirement that the values produced 
must be well-ordered. This can be written: 
A(x, y) = {(x-k y-u), (y-i, x-u)) 
The elements (xi, x.u) and (y-i, y.u) of the multiset are replaced by the elements 
(x-i, y.u) and (y.& x.u). So, we have derived the following sorting program: 
sorz( MO) = r(( R, A))(inir( M,,+ { 1, . . - , cud( MO)))) 
Wbert 
R(x,y)=(x.i<y.iand xu>y.u) 
A(& y) = {(xi Y-h 04 ml 
Step 4. Well-founded ordering. Our strategy consists in enumerating the possible 
relations that could be extended into a multiset ordering according to Dershowitz- 
Manna’s theorem in such a way that the action strictly decreases the multiset This 
means that each element produced by the action must be smaller than one of the 
removed elements. Since the action consumes two elements (xi, XV) and (y.i, y.u) 
and produces two elements (mi, y.u) and (y-i, XV), we have four possible choices 
here; we have to find an ordering N such that: 
(Cl) ((xi, y.u) < (x.i, x.u) and (y.i, x.u) 4 (xi, x-u)) or 
(CZ) ((xi, y.u) 4 (x-i, x.u) and (y-i, x.u) * (yi, y=u)) or 
(C3) ((xi, y.u) 4 (y.i, y.u) and (y-i, x-u) 4 (xi, x-u)) or 
(Cd) ((x-i, y.u) * (y-i, y.u) and (y.i, m.9 4 (y-k y-N 
Let us examine property (Cl) first. We proceed in two steps: first we derive a relation 
9, from (Cl), then we take its reflexive and transitive closure and we try to show 
that it is a well-founded ordering. Since 9, must satisfy (Cl) and the reaction 
condition is (xi c y. i and x. u > y. u) we must have: 
(x.i<y.i and x.u>y.u) 1 9,((x.i,y.u), (x.i,x.u)) and 
(x.i <y.i and x.u>y.u) * 9,((y.i, x.u), (x.i,x.u)) 
Using the property that y.i (respectively y-u) does not appear in the right-hand side 
of the first (respectively second) implication and setting Q = (xi, y*u) and 6 = (x=i, x-6) 
in the first implication (respectively Q = (y.i, x.u) and b= (xi, x.u) in the second), 
we obtain: 
(ai = b.i and b.u> a.u) + B&a, 6) aad 
(u.u = 6.u and a.i > 6.i) _ a,( a, 6) 
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A trivial solution is the function 9, defined in the following way: 
9,(u, b) e (a.i = 6.i and b.u> a.v) or (a.i> 6.i and a.v = 6.0) 
In order to obtain an ordering we take now the reflexive and transitive closure of 3, : 
%‘,(a, 6) ~4 (aia 6.i and 6.vaa.v) 
It is clear that 9; is antisymmetric, so it is an ordering. This ordering is well-founded 
(the sets of values and indexes are finite), so the corresponding ordering on multisets 
is also well-founded. By construction, this ordering is such that each element 
produced by the reaction condition can be associated with a strictly greater consumed 
element, so the action strictly decreases the multiset and we have provided a 
termination proof of the derived GAMMA program. Relation (C3) could have been 
chosen as well to derive a well-founded multiset ordering but relations (C2) and 
(C4) would not have been successful because the reflexive and transitive closure of 
the derived relation is not antisymmetric. 
We should notice that the specification of this problem could be split in different 
ways leading to different GAMMA programs. Another solution is to take ((I) and 
(3)) as invariant and (2) as termination condition; a straightforward initialization 
of the multiset is init’( MO) = {(x, I), x E MO) which associates each value with index 
1. We obtain the following program: 
sort’( MO) = r( ( R, A))( init’( MO)) 
where 
R(x, y) = (xi = y.i and MU s ym) 
A(x, y) = {(xi, xv), (y.i+ 1, y.v)) 
Indexes are successively incremented until they have reached the position corre- 
sponding to the associated value. 
We believe that the freedom provided by the use of multisets allows us to derive 
in a natural way programs that would be much more difficult o discover using more 
constrained ata structures. The use of lists for example implicitly entails the fact 
that property (2) (all indexes are unique and in the range [I, . . . , curd( MO)]) is a 
part of the invariant; this precludes (or at least makes far less natural) the derivation 
of programs like sort’ which handles multisets with nonunique indexes. 
3.4. A shortest path algorithm 
We tackle in this section the well-known shortest path problem. LJ% us consider 
a directed graph with a positive cost (or length) associated with each edge. We want 
to develop a program which finds the smallest length of any path between two 
vertices. The length of a path is the sum of the lengths of its edges. 
Step Q. Specification0 We first have to encode a graph within a multiset. We 
represent a graph G = (V, 8, %), where V is the set of vertices, S8 the set of edges 
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and % the cost function by the multiset of tuples: 
M,=((u,,q,c)l~~E’Vad u2CVand 
((u,, u2)e 8 and %(u,, u2)=c) or 
((u,, u2)e Tip and c=m)} 
Given graph G, the program must yield for each pair of vertices (u, , u2) the smallest 
length of any path from ul to u2 in G. A possible specification of the result is the 
following (we assume x + 0~) = 00 and Vx # 00, x < 00): 
(0 {Cu,, ~2)IOh, u2, cb N)={(u,, c,)l(u,, u2, @)E &) 
(2) W,, ~2, cb M 
c = Min(ll3( w,, w2, I,), 
(w2, w3,~2), 
( wk, wk+, , I&) E MO such that 
4 - -ul aad w&+~= u2aod 
I = I,+- l -+I&} 
Property (1) imposes that the stnrcture of the graph is maintained and (2) expresses 
the fact that each pair of vertices is associated with the smallest length of any path 
between them. 
Step 1. Transformation and split of the specification. Property ( 1) can obviously 
be established by taking MO as the initial multiset. So we consider the decomposition 
I= (1) and T = (2). Unfortunately (2) is not of the form 
where n is a constant value and P (x, , . . . , x,) does not involve any quantifier. The 
basic reason is that the existential quantifier is applied to a nonconstant number of 
variables (which means that the property cannot be transformed into a local condi- 
tion). In order to find an acceptable expression for the termination condition, we 
isolate one of the quantified variables and we try to use the definition of the 
termination condition to simply itself; (2) can first be rewritten into: 
(2’) Vu,, 02, cl E M 
c= Min(ll(u,, u2, I)E MO or 
(m% 9 w2,0, 
(w2, w3,12), 
( w-1 9 W&r L-A 
( wk, w&+~, &)E MO such tbat 
Using the property 
Min{ I’+ l”i P’( 1’) 
Wl =ul mod wk+I=u2and 
I=I,+*** +L1+6)~ 
aad P”(P)}= Miro(l’+ Mi~{t’(P”(I”)}~P’(f’)} 
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we derive (2”) from (2’): 
(2”) V(v,, vZ, C)F- M, 
c= Min{ll(v,, v*, I)E M(J or 
(3wk, lk such that 
(w&r ~2, dk MO ad 
r=z,+fwh(l’p(w:, w$, I;), 
(4, WLM, . 
( wi-, , w;, IiJ E MO such that 
wl, =vl and w;=wk and 
1’ = r; + l l l + I:_,})} 
Now the definition of (2) can be used to simplify (2”) and we get: 
(2”) WV,, v2, c) E M 
c= Min(ll(v,, v2, I)E MO or 
(3wkr Ir,, c’s& tbat 
(wk, v2,Irck MO aad 
(v,, wk, c’) E M and 
l=r,+c’)} 
So the definition of the termination condition has been used to simplify itself and 
to obtain an expression exhibiting the desired locality property. We should notice 
that the method applied here is the counterpart in our formalism of the technique 
used in the procedural framework in order to synthetize a recursive call to the 
program under construction. The technique described in [ 131 consists in decompos- 
ing the original goal (specification) into subgoals and a recursive call to the program 
is generated when a subgoal is identified as an instance of the original goal. This 
step should be taken very cautiously because there is the danger to introduce 
unwanted solutions (the recursive equation may have several solutions). In this 
case, that is avoided by the assumption that all costs are positive. 
Following our strategy we decompose (2”) into a conjunction of three properties 
(2a), (2b) and (2~): 
@a) WV,, ~2, c) E M 
(h,UZ,C)EMo@~ 
(3wk, Ik, c’ such that 
(w v2, 12~ MO ad 
(vi, wk, C’)E M and 
c = lr( + c’) 
(2W W,, ~2, C)E W Ww,, ~2, C’)E MYI, 
Vl =wl md v2=w2 _ csc’ 
(24 V(v,,v,,c)~M,~(Wk,w2,~~)~Mo,V(W,,Wk,C';~~, 
01 =Wl and V2=W2 =$ cdkfc’ 
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The initial multiset AdO satisfies (2a) and (2b) which can be added to the invariant 
and we obtain the new invariant I’ = (( 1) and (2a) and (2b)) and the new termination 
condition (2~). Property (2~) is still not satisfactory because it involves the initial 
multiset MO. Let us define the property (2’~) which is obtained from (2~) by 
substituting MI for MO: 
(2%) V(&, Qr c), (&, WY, U, (4, w,, C’)E M 
Ul =w, rod u2= w2 1 cq&+c’ 
One can show that ((2a) and (2b) and (2~)) = ((2&4 mul(2b) ad (2%)); so the final 
expression of the invariant and the termination condition are the following: 
l’=((l) and (2a) rod (2b)) 
T’ = (2’c) 
Step 2. Reaction condition. The reaction condition can be derived directly from 
the negation of the termination condition T’: 
~T’=3(~,,~2rC)r(WI1W2,~~),(W,,WI,C’)E~, 
01 = w, and u2= w2 amd c>L+c 
Mu,, ~2, d, h ~2, Cl, h. w, 0) = ha = wI l d ~2 = ~2 l d 
c > lk + c’) 
which can be rewritten more precisely using pattern matching: 
Step 3. Action. According to our strategy the action should validate locally the 
termination condition; the invariant indicates that the edges cannot be transformed, 
so the only possibility is to modify the cost associated with an edge. The costs 
associated with (w, u2) and (u,, w) cannot be changed without risking to invalidate 
(2a) or (2b); in order to validate locally the termination condition, c should be 
changed into newt such that newt G I+ I’. The only solution maintaining (2a) is 
newt = I+ 1’. So the only possible action is the following: 
Ah 9 112, d, 0% u2,0, h, w, l’)) = Ku,, U2r I+ l’), 0% u2909 b, 9 WV Ul 
Step 4. Well-founded ordering. We have derived the following GAMMA program: 
shortest-paths( MO) = r( (R, A))( M,,) 
where 
R(b,, 02, c), (w, u2,0, h w, l’)) = (c> I+ 1’) 
A((&, 02, d, h b0, (u,, w, 1’)) = {(u,, u2,1+1’), (w, up 0, !c 3 % I’? 
Since the effect of the action is to replace c by a value I+ li mch that c > l+ I’, the 
pertinent ordering on the elements of the multiset is the following: 
(u*,u~,C)~(u:,u~,C’) @ CCC’ 
It is clearly a well-founded ordering since costs are positive numbers; so the 
corresponding ordering on multisets is also well-founded. This concludes the proof 
of termination of the program. 
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3.5. 7he longest upsequence problem 
A subsequence is obtained from a sequence by deleting some (not necessarily 
adjacent) values. A subsequence is called an upsequence if its values are in nonde- 
creasing order [II]. Let us now apply our strategy to derive a GAMMA program 
computing the greatest length of any upsequence of a sequence. 
Step 0. Speci$cution. As in Section 3.3, we represent a sequence as a multiset of 
pairs (index, value). Let MO be the sequence considered. A possible specification of 
the greatest length of any upsequence of a sequence is the following: 
S=max{J13(p,,x,,),.=.,(p,,x,,)EM,, 
Vi, jEWI, i>i * ((Pi>Pj) 8Md (Xp,~$,))l 
Step 1. Transformation a d split of the specification. We proceed as in Section 3.4 
to transform this specification in order to make locality explicit. The problem here 
is again that a nonconstant number of quantified identifiers appear in the formula. 
We make a first step towards the expression of locality by attaching the set of values 
I( pt 9 x,, ), l l l 3 ( PI, Ilp,H to position PI : 
S=max(U&) 
s,={ll3(P,,x,,),...,(P,,x,,)EMor 
p,=k and 
Vi iED, 4 Wj * ((pi>pj) and (x,,~x,,)))) 
So we have S= max(U(lk}) where lk = max(&) and: 
r,=mQx{ll3(P,,x,,),...,(P,,x,,)EMo, 
pI=k sod 
Vi9 je[19 I], (i>j 1 ((pi>pj) and (x,,, ZX,,)))) 
As in Section 3.3, we try to use the definition of lk to simplify itself. 
lk=mux{ll(l=l) or (l=m+l and 
mp, 9 +,A l l l 9 (pm, +,I E MJ such that 
Vi, jE[l, m], (i>j _ ((pi>pj) and (x,,, SX,,))) and 
p&k and x,,~~x~))} 
tk = mux{l)(l= 1) or 
(3n,~=1+max{mj3(p,,x,,),...,(P~,x,m~~~~o, 
Vi, jE [l, m], 
i>j * ((pi>pj) and (x~,>x~,)) and 
Pm = n} and 
nek and x,sx,J} 
lk=m~x{Z~(l=l) or(3n,l=l+I, and n<k and x,sxk)) 
So we have derived a new representation (i, v, I,) for the elements of the multiset 
where v is the value at position i and 1, is the length of the longest upsequence 
ending at position i. The new specification is the following: 
(1) S= max{& 134 x&v (k, xh l& MI 
(2) v<k xkr lk) E N, 
I& =???m{ll(i= 1) or 
(3(n,x,,,l,)E M, l=l+l,, and n<k and x&x&)} 
(3) {&xk)l(bk, l&h W= & 
Neither property (1) nor property (2) can be established by a straightforward 
initialization. Since property (1) involves the values I& that are characterized by 
property (2), we try to derive a composition of GAMMA programs max( lup( MO)). 
The specification of lup is ((2) and (3)) and max takes (( 2) and (3)) as invariant 
and (1) as termination condition. Let us first consider the derivation of lup. Applying 
the same strategy as in Section 3.4, we decompose (2) into (2a) and (2b) such that 
(2) = ((2a) aad (2b)): 
@a) v(kxk, l&h M9 
(f& = 1) Ot 
3h L 1,~) E M lk = r+1, and n<k and &sx& 
Property (2a) can easily be established by choosing ((k x&, 1) 1 (k, x&) E MO) as the 
initial multiset; so the new invariant is I’= ((3) and (2a)) and the new termination 
condition is T’= (2b). 
Step 2. Reaction condition. The termination condition is of the right form and 
the reaction condition can be derived directly from its negation: 
1(2b)=3(k,X&), (?I,X&)E M, (n<kaadx,~xk and lkcl~+~) 
R((k,x&, l&), (?l,X,, l,))=(n<k and X,+X& aad l&<r,+l) 
Step 3. Action. The invariant (3) indicates that the set of values and indexes 
cannot be changed. If i,, is modified, the invariant (2a) may be invalidated. The 
only possible action validating the termination condition locally consists in replacing 
i& by 1” + 1. So we have derived the following action: 
A((k, xk, l&h h &, In)) = {(k, xk, lr, + 1)~ h xm k)) 
Step 4. Well-founded ordering. We have derived the following program: 
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Since the effect of the action is to replace a length 6 by In + 1 such that C + 1~ Ire, 
the pertinent ordering on the elements of the multiset is clearly the following: 
(Sxr,,Q)~(~,x,,L) = 01, 
It follows from invariant (2a) that the value of a field lk is bounded by the length 
of the sequence, so this ordering is well-founded and the property also holds for 
the corresponding Dershowitz-Manna multiset ordering. This concludes the proof 
of termination of the derived GAMMA program. 
We do not give the details of the derivation of the program evaluating the maximum 
of the lengths associated with each index which is straightforward; we obtain: 
max(M) = r((R,,,, A,,,))(M) 
where 
R,,,((k, xkr Ir( ), (n, &,, 1”)) = (Ir, s 1”) 
&,US xk, I&), h xn, In)) = b, &, in)) 
It is then necessary to extract he value of the length field of the singleton result. 
So the complete GAMMA program for the evaluation of the longest upsequence is
the following: 
lus( MO) = l& 
where 
Let us remark in conclusion that this GAMMA program is very different from the 
usual imperative solution [ 111 which proceeds equentially from the beginning of 
the sequence. Of course, the imperative program was designed with efficiency 
considerations in mind, which we do not address at this level. We believe that 
program derivation can be made more systematic if performances are considered 
only in a second step, when a correct algorithm has been derived. 
4. Comparison with related work 
It is interesting to compare our work with the Dijkstra-Gries approach to iterative 
program construction. First, let us translate the simplest form of loop into a GAMMA 
program. In the Dijkstra-Gries formalism, a simple loop looks as follows: 
x:=x(); 
*[ax) + P(x)] 
x0 is the initial value of the variable x, the loop will go on applying P to the variable 
x while C(X) remains true. It can be translated into the following GAMMA program: 
w R AMboH 
where 
R(x) = C(x) 
A(x) = uw~ 
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The reaction condition expresses that, if the unique element x of the multiset 
argument is such that C(X) holds, then it is replaced by P(x). 
More generally, a loop composed of n guarded commands and operating on k 
variables denoted by the vector X = (x, , . . . , xk) may be written as: 
and translated into: 
NR,, A,), l l l 9 UC, 4)): WI 
when 
Ri(X)=Ci(X) 
A(X) = {R(X)) 
In these examples, the state of computation is represented by the state of the 
variables. The net effect of executing a statement Pi is to change the values of the 
variables. No parallelism is possible because the multiset argument possesses only 
one element. There is no simple way of allowing several actions to operate simul- 
taneously on disjoint subsets of the elements of the global state. This would require 
a static program analysis to detect independent actions or explicit annotations within 
programs. Furthermore, the data structuring facilities (arrays) used in conjunction 
with guarded commands entail a sequential style of programming. It is clear that 
more descriptive and more general data structures are necessary inorder to construct 
programs with a high potential for parallelism. 
A programming notation, called associons, has been proposed in [ 141. Essentially, 
an associon is a tuple of names defining a relation between entities represented by 
these names. The state of the computation can be changed by the creation of new 
associons representing new relations deduced from the already existing ones. Such 
deductions are described in a closure statement whose execution may be decomposed 
into several simple activities which may be run in parallel. 
The spirit of the proposai is quite similar to the ideas which have led to the 
GAMMA model. However, several important differences may be highlighted: 
- The locality principle, which is of prime importance in the GAMMA formalism, 
is not emphasized in the associons model. This comes essentially from the Fact 
that negated presence conditions (which correspond t.o globa! prs%i~rlt& ~:7t- 
the set of tuples) are allowed in the associon model. 
- Unlike GAMMA, the associon model is deterministic. In order to ensu-te this 
property, the execution of an action (creation of new associons) cannot invati- 
date another action: This entails a potential independence between actions but 
introduces restrictions on the type of actions which are permitted. 
- GAMMA is based on multisets while the associon model is based on sets. We 
find that the extra degree of freedom provided by the use of multisets is very 
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useful as far as program construction is concerned. Furthermore, this freedom 
is necessary to satisfy the locality property (no global test is needed to check 
that a produced element is not already present). 
- Finally, a GAMMA program derivation method has been proposed, which makes 
it possible to develop nontrivial programs in a systematic way. Such an emphasis 
on program construction has not been put forward in the associon model. 
In [4], Chandy and Misra propose a formalism, called UNITY (for unbounded 
nondeterministic iterative transformations), and its associated proof system. A UNITY 
program is essentially a declaration of variables and a set of multiple-assignment 
statements. Program execution consists in selecting nondeterministically some 
assignment s atement, executing itand repeating forever. Nondeterministic selection 
is constrained by the following “fairness” rule: every statement isselected infinitely 
often. The main objective of UNITY is the systematic development ofprograms which 
can be implemented on different (distributed or centralized) architectures. Program 
development is carried out in two basic steps. First, a correct program is derived 
from specifications, and then this program is adapted to the target architecture. This 
adaptation is achieved by transformations of the original program in order to make 
control explicit. The multiple-assignment statement is used to express the mapping 
onto synchronous shared-memory architectures and the mapping onto asynchronous 
architectures i achieved by partitioning the statements of the program. 
The major differences between the GAMMA model and UNITY may be summarized 
as follows: 
- The notion of locality is not emphasized as it is in GAMMA. Computations 
which may be carried out in parallel are determined in a special design phase 
which aims at mapping the UNIIY program onto a particular target machine. 
This mapping phase transforms a UNIN program without explicit parallelism 
into an explicitly parallel program; this phase is carried out as rigorously as 
possible but still remains informal. 
- The associated proof techniques are more complex and program derivation is 
more laborious especially when dealing explicitly with parallelism, 
- The multiple-assignment statement, which is the basis of UNITY, entails an 
imperative style of programming. 
However, we should mention that the goal of the proponents of UNITY was a bit 
different from ours since we do not attempt o model within GAMMA the execution 
of programs on various kinds of architecture-j 
Finally, let us mention the Linda approach [3, lo]. Linda r,rantq’;r~ a few simple 
commands operating on a tuple space. Adding these tuple-spa= commmands to 
an existing base language produces a parallel programming dialect. Linda’s model 
is based on generative communications. If two processes need to communicate, the 
producer adds a tuple to a particular domain (caJled a tup’le space), and the consumer . 
may read (destructively or not) this information frarn the tuple space. Data and 
program objects are represented in a uniform way as passive or active tuples. Of 
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course, several processes may be active on the same tuple space, thus allowing 
parallel tuple processing. 
Linda is a very simple communication model that can easily be incorporated into 
existing programming languages. As such Linda is not a computational model. 
However, in the same way as the GAMMA model, it shows clearly how advanced 
data structuring facilities such as tuple spaces or multisets may greatly simply the 
programming task. 
Another version of the shared data space model is proposed in [ 151 which presents 
a programming language called Swarm, Swarm has been greatly influenced by Linda 
and UNITY. Unlike Linda, Swarm integrates a notion of atomic transaction (accessing 
one tuple at a time may be very limiting). The set of variables in UNIN corresponds 
to an unbounded set of tuples in Swarm. The main originality of Swarm is the 
existence of a space of transactions. A transaction is removed from the space as 
soon as it executes and new transactions may be returned into the space if necessary. 
As a consequence, termination detection must be explicitly expressed in a Swarm 
program, which makes the language lower-level than UNIN and GAMMA. 
These proposals bear similarities to the GAMMA formalism, in particular, they all 
advocate a very high-level programming style which tends to separate program 
design and implementation concerns. All these proposals tend to promote simple 
albeit powerful anguage features for describing data (sets, tuple spaces, multisets) 
and programs (closure statement, multiple assignment, simple read and write 
operations, r operator). Some of the distinctions emphasized above result mainly 
from differences in application fields (production and deductive database systems, 
distributed algorithms, generative communications, algorithmic problems). 
5. Conclusion 
We have presented the GAMMA model and the associated program derivation 
technique. The model possesses attractive properties which may be summarized as 
follows: 
- It relies on a high-level data structuring facility, the multiset, which does not 
introduce any unnecessary “artificial” dependency between data. 
- It puts emphasis on the locality principle which is very useful with respect to 
program construction and parallel implementation. 
These properties have been exploited in the design of a program dt tivation method 
which can be applied to develop totally correct GAMMA programs. For brwity’s 
sake, only short derivations have been proposed here, but the method has been 
applied to the development of bigger programs such as an image processing app’lica- 
tion [S]. 
Let us also stress the fact that the GAMMA model of computing entails a very 
unusual approach to program design. A program is no longer seen as a sequence 
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of instructions nodifying a state, but rather as a multiset ransformer operating on 
all the data at once. Examples developed in this paper show that more complex 
data structures (the sequence and the graph here) can be encoded into multisets. 
It is clear that this encoding departs from the traditional recursive view of data 
types. GAMMA emphasizes a topological view of data types: for example, asequence 
is a multiset of values, some of them being linked by the successor relation; however, 
any value of the sequence can react independently of the others. We believe that 
this original approach allows us to to express the solution of many problems (see 
the solution to the longest upsequence problem in Section 3.5 for instance) in an 
elegant and unusual way. In [2], we present a series of examples illustrating the 
expressive power of the formalism. 
Several research areas are currently investigated; they concern principally the 
design of a GAMMA programming environment (Section 5.1) the implementation of
GAMMA (SeCtiOn 5.2). 
5.1. A system for GAMMA program development 
The program derivation method presented in this paper is the basis of a GAMMA 
program development system currently under implementation. An interesting area 
of investigation concerns the design of a suitable programmer interface for semi- 
automatic derivation. Such an interface would allow the representation of relevant 
pieces of information concerning the development process such as invafiant and 
variant properties, a record of choices already investigated and of the choices still 
to be considered. 
It would also be desirable to put forward a method allowing the analysis of 
failures in the program development process. Such an analysis would improve the 
productivity of the programmer and most probably clarify our understanding of the 
program development process, Last but not least, we are currently investigating the 
design of a unified framework for the formalization of the derivation process itself. 
5.2. Implementation of GAfuhfA 
The evaluation of GAMMA programs involves two different kinds of tasks: 
- the search for elements of the multiset satisfying 
- the application of the action to these elements. 
the reaction condition, 
The first task is particularly difficult to it;r~.-lz~~;~ k_ dffcier?il~ & it necessitates 
forming all possible tuples of elements in order to check for the regcti0n condition. 
Two prototype implementations have been carried out on a sequential and a 
parallel machine. The sequential implementation consists in adding the r operator 
to the ML language (thus obtaining GAML) and in translating GAML programs into 
ML. Although not very efhcient, since no special optimizations are included, this 
implementation is a platform for GAMMA program development and 
experimentation. 
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A second implementation has been carried out on the Intel iPSC2 U-nodes 
multiprocessor machine. The action is clearly a local operation: it can be carried 
out independently of the rest of the multiset. So, the main problem to tackle in 
designing a parallel implementation is the distribution of the search process. We 
have chosen to exclude the duplication of values as it entails tricky coherence 
problems and a loss of locality. So, the values are spread over the processors and 
move through the network in order to allow the examination of all the tuples. We 
have defined a communication protocol and proved critical properties uch as the 
absence of deadlock and the detection of termination. A more complete description 
of this implementation can be found in [I]. 
It should be clear, however, that the key step in the design of a really efficient 
implementation of GAMMA is the analysis of programs in order to decrease the 
number of tuples to be examined for the detection of reaction conditions. This 
analysis is currently investigated. The main idea is to try to derive a topology of 
the multiset in order to isolate for each element a small number of “neighbours” 
which may potentially be associated with it in a reaction. This clustering technique 
may have dramatic effects on the execution times [S]. 
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